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Price

Duration

$3,120.00

5 Days

Delivery Methods

VILT, Private Group

This course presents the knowledge and skills to successfully design a
cloud infrastructure that supports multiple types of services. The course
takes an “open” approach and outlines infrastructure, application
platform, and cloud management platform as the fundamental layers in a
cloud. It explores the business needs and challenges that have led the
organization to adopt a cloud solution. This course highlights the benefits,
challenges, and considerations of design choices and emphasizes the
importance of proper requirements gathering in the design process.
Additionally, students are provided with opportunities to practice these
new skills while performing exercises and labs. This course prepares the
student for the Dell Technologies Proven Professional Cloud Architect
Specialist level certification exam.

Who hould Attend
This course is intended for architects, designers, and consultants who
are involved in the planning and design of cloud infrastructure
components.

Coming Soon:
The next class is currently being scheduled.
Need it now? No problem.
Contact us and we will help you get the training you need!

Coure Ojective
Apply relevant design processes and techniques when
producing an effective cloud infrastructure design.
Create a cloud infrastructure design that addresses
business requirements and constraints that were
identified during an assessment.
Communicate the benefits, challenges, and considerations
of various cloud-enabling technologies as well as their
relevance in meeting a business requirement or
constraint.
Develop a cloud infrastructure design that includes
components such as cloud management, application
platform, consumer resources, hybrid and multicloud
capabilities, and disaster recovery.
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Agenda
1 - INTRODUCTION TO CLOUD DIGN
Driving digital transformation through cloud
Cloud infrastructure design approach, goals, and scope
Cloud solution design project lifecycle
2 - DIGN PARAMTR
Cloud reference architecture
General design considerations for cloud infrastructure
3 - DATA COLLCTION AND ANALYI
Data collection process and metrics
Datacollectiontools
Businessvalueanalysis
TCOandROI
4 - ARCHITCTING A DO-IT-YOURLF OLUTION
Selection criteria
Compute considerations
Storageconsiderations
Networkconsiderations
5 - ARCHITCTING A CI/HCI OLUTION
CI/HCI selection criteria
Strategies and design considerations
6 - CLOUD MANAGMNT PLATFORM (CMP)
CMPreferencearchitecture
CMPinfrastructure
Selection criteria for CMP
CMP design considerations
7 - HYRID AND MULTICLOUD
Hybrid and multicloud use cases
Design considerations for hybrid and multicloud
Disasterrecoveryconsiderations
8 - APPLICATION DVLOPMNT AND DPLOYMNT PLATFORM
Key requirements for application platform
Options to build an application platform
Design considerations for Do-It-Yourself
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